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Global high-tech industries are expanding prodigiously and comprehensively reliant on 

some critical materials. Limited sources of supply of these materials constituting strain 

along with ambiguity amidst the world high-tech markets. Additionally, most of these 

materials are facilitated with inadequate competent substitutes and inferior recycling rate. 

Expeditious inflation of industrial manufacturing guides to thriving requirements of 

resources, so shielding of resources is essential for forthcoming industrial facilities. As the 

market of electronic apparatuses are eminently flourishing, consequently wastes from 

these components are assumed to be expeditiously expanding. So, there are vigorous 

requisite to figure out the recoverable quantity in purpose of meeting the demand of closed 

loop lifecycle by envisaging relevant aspects such as recycling cost, time and feasibility.  

In this study, lifecycle concerning indium and gallium has been appraised by executing 

system dynamics modeling method. Chronicled data regarding extraction, manufacturing, 

recycling and applications have been applied for numerical calculation of stock and flow 

of these materials in specific system boundaries for next 50 years. Simulation results 

specifies that end of life consumer products are possible source for secondary indium, 

specially retrieving technology required to develop for LCD panels as this product will 

contain the most recyclable scraps in future. CIGS solar cell is also a contemporary and 

developing application but due to long lifespan it is not regarded as conceivable source of 

recyclable indium. Evolving the efficiency of sputtering process is also proposed as this 

process has satisfying potentiality to be more effective in supplying secondary indium. 

Unlike indium the possibility of end of life recyclable Gallium is poor due to low 

concentration and inefficient GaAs wafer manufacturing process. Additionally, collecting 

and recycling cost, time and procedures might not be economically feasible for end of life 

recycling for Gallium.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

The first chapter describes the theoretical background and continues towards research gap, 

research objective and research questions. Thesis structure is another vital part will be 

described in this chapter.  

 

1.1 Background 

Achieving sustainable evolution requires the assurance of access to, certainty of mineral 

supply and security of energy resources (Wellmer and Hagelüken, 2015). In current world 

criticality is an exploration part acquiring escalating interest. “Critical” is a word that defines 

raw material in a condition of uncertainties of supply deficiency and the movement has a 

higher pace compare to the other raw materials (European Commission, 2017). Critical 

materials could be found in an extensive variety of commodities throughout the world. Most 

of the time they emerge in comparatively tiny quantities, but they repeatedly execute 

indispensable functions, frequently in high priced commodities or premeditated technologies 

(Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA), 2017). The green energy 

is a technology depends on the critical material and it is estimated that a large portion around 

one fifth of the total consummation in the world is critical material (Anon, 2017). 

Information and communication technology using critical material for developing 

electronics devices moreover numerous application of critical material includes energy 

technologies with zero carbon emission and electronic devices having green tech. It is 

expected that usages of green technology will expand enormously in near future & it will 

cause the increment of expenditure of critical materials in global scale (Bleiwas, 2017; 

Fthenakis, 2009). Gallium (Ga) and Indium (In) are the most relevant among the trace 

elements found in sphalerite. This is due not only to their fascinating geological manners but 

also to their mounting dealing in assured high-tech applications such as smartphone and solar 

cells (e.g. Cook et al., 2009). Ferdinand Reich and Theodor Ritcher introduce the element 

indium (Z=49) in 1863. It is a material of silver white metal which act like a sponge (Hines 

et al., 2013). Though it is treated safe in commercial use, is recognized to be strictly 

poisonous to humans and animals (Yang, J., 2015). The countries considered as the foremost 

sources of primary Indium are Canada, Japan, and China and on that list South America, 

South Korea is also included. At present China is leading the world’s indium production 
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(50%-60%) followed by Canada (Hines et al., 2013). More than 50% of global In distribution 

is consumed by Japan (H. Kawamoto, 2008). Paul Emile Lecoq de Biosbaudran who is a 

chemist of French introduce Gallium on 19th century specifically the year of 1875 

(Moskalyk, 2003). Gallium is a silvery metal having a shiny surface. The metal is a soft 

material. It is symbolized by ‘Ga’ having 69, 72 atomic mass whereas the atomic number is 

31. Gallium has a very low melting temperature which is 29, 7 degree centigrade. Gallium 

is used in semiconductor industry, producing integrated circuit, LED, biomedical 

application, photovoltaics diodes and so on (Jaskula, 2011). France is considered as the 

leading lone source of refined gallium while according to (Moskalyk, 2003) “Most of the 

primary Ga are produced in Australia, China, Germany, Kazakhstan, Japan and Russia. 

Accumulation of restoration and enhancement of indium should be managed for the highest 

recycling of the indium parts, in order to uninterrupted supply of raw materials towards 

consecutive electrorefining processes (Hong, Jung and Hong, 2010). Since, indium and 

gallium containing raw materials are sufficient worldwide, relevant industries are responsive 

to deliver further indium and gallium by upgrading process and capacity (Phipps, 

Mikolajczak and Guckes, 2008). LCDs, mobile phone & gigantic televisions are being 

adopted as comprehensive practice of equipments at an expeditious inflation in recent times. 

Indium tin oxide (ITO) is required to contrive clear and conductive electrodes for LCDs. It 

is expected that application of indium tin oxide will be expanding because substitute 

components employing Zn are still to be introduced, it is forecasted that the need for indium 

will flourish eventually. On this ground, upgrades are required to form the production and 

restoration of indium further competent. Lifecycle of In includes mining, smelting & 

refining. Taking into consideration of end usages & disposal, it is essential to figure out 

lifecycle stream for this material in order to estimate the recyclable volume. Besides, as 

indium is used worldwide it is also required to assess the flow globally (Yoshimura, Daigo 

and Matsuno, 2013). 

 

1.2 Research questions and objectives 

The objective of this research is to determine the economic and environmental conditions 

required to implement the innovative recycling methods of Indium and Gallium. To reach 

the main objective it is essential to answer some research questions as below 

- How much materials enter the system? 

- How is materials transformed? 
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- How much materials are added to the stock in use? 

- How much materials are recycled? 

- How much materials are available to recycle? 
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2 RESEARCH DESIGN & METHODOLOGY 

 

 

Methods and procedure used for this thesis will be explained here. 

 

2.1 Research Design 

Quantitative method has been used to collect and analyze data. Data have been collected 

from different online databases, scientific articles, research papers and online journals. Life 

Cycle assessment has been done for both the materials to make the design of system 

dynamics models. Collected data have been used to run the model to find out the required 

amount of elements. Extensive amount of literatures have been studied to find out the 

available recycling technologies, limiting economic and environmental conditions and 

expected costs of recycling system 

2.2 Research Methodology 

System dynamics software, vensim has been used to create stock and flow diagram of both 

materials. Collected data has been used as input to get the amount of stock and recyclable 

amount in different stages of lifecycle of indium and gallium, more specifically to answer 

the first research question. Literatures regarding critical materials have been analyzed to 

answer the remaining questions. 
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3 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

In this phase, current literatures have been analyzed to perceive the aspects of critical 

materials, evaluation of indium & gallium as critical materials, their influence in modern 

technologies etc. Role of system dynamics and material flow analysis as effective tools to 

implement in different researches have also been exposed for further research works. 

 

3.1 Critical Materials 

A series of 14 raw materials have been reported by European Commission in June 2010, that 

are critical for numerous crucial developing technologies of its territorial businesses, 

displaying their susceptibility, considering probable legislative strain or scarcity. There are 

some specific criteria to tag a raw material as critical, for example: bureaucratic & fiscal 

position obtained by yielding nations, supply consolidation, alternation probability & 

recycling situation, economic impact, potential supply recession etc. (European 

Commission, 2010). According to (European Commission, 2011) “this list includes 12 

materials, antimony, beryllium, cobalt, fluorspar, gallium, germanium, graphite, indium, 

magnesium, niobium, tantalum and tungsten”. For the development of financial situation of 

national level a scientific paper (US DoE, 2010) is proposed for the critical material to bring 

a stability as these materials are in tremendous and forthcoming uncertainty of supply 

rupture. To preserve national downstream industries many producing and emerging 

countries have started taking safeguard policies by trimming exports (Kingsnorth,2010).The 

global requirement of critical materials is predicted to expand each year between 10% and 

20% (Reuters,2009). The sectors of utilization of these material are diverse: nuclear power 

plant, automobile industry, oil rig manufacturer, clean energy technologies, etc. Besides 

critical supplies for numerous high technological domestic usages, indispensable for the 

evolution of developing a technology of clean, for instance turbine powered by air, feasible 

lighting system, vehicles powered by only electricity or hybrid vehicles etc. Strategically 

they are influential, due to their progressive function in the military equipment (Massari and 

Ruberti, 2013). The usage in permanent magnets, for electronic devices, let to execute huge 

power and torque, and petite and handy devices. This attribute is further unquestionable vital 

for prospective majority functions on hybrid vehicles (Moores, 2010). Critical metals are 

crucial for the purpose of electronic apparatus and sustainable energy technologies. To 
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secure territorial accessibility of these materials, practice of closed loop management 

structure is mandatory (Götze, R. and Rotter, V.S., 2012). 

 

3.2 Indium 

The word “indium” emerged from the distinctive indigo blue lines the ingredient radiates in 

the spectroscope. Indium is yielded generally from residues originated amid zinc ore 

processing (Tolcin, A.C., 2011). It is retrieved midst the production of zinc employing 

convoluted methods. States for instance United State of America, Japan, Canada are the 

biggest originators of In although around 10 else regions subsidize minor portion for global 

consumption, furthermore the countries France, Belgium are also included in this list 

(Alfantazi and Moskalyk, 2003). This material exhibits slight proportion of the earth’s 

surface and absorption is very low. It is estimated that the presence of In in earth’s crust is 

fifty to two hundred parts per billion at the same time the regular indium concentration of 

Zn deposits limits from less than one to one hundred ppm. In the table of periodic the location 

of this element is 13 which atomic number is forty nine having 114.82 atomic weight 

(Indium, 2002). Indium (In) metallic metals, alloy of indium and In tin oxide are mostly used 

metal. Producing germanium rectifier indium is mostly necessary elements and more 

example of Indium’s application includes thermistors and photo conductors. Another form 

of Indium is used as a fine layer film which is utilized in computer’s screens, making display 

of different types of panel, CD or DVD players etc. In solar power plant making solar cell 

this fine film is sometimes used. Japan absorbs the superior part of indium by using around 

50% of the global yield in its numerous businesses (Economics of Indium, 1999). To lead 

the production and export for all comprehensive desires in world market China has enlarged 

its tin industry from last few years (Humphreys, 2002). Only very few alternatives could be 

found for indium in specific applications. A replacement of In-tin oxide can be tin oxide or 

silver/zinc oxide. Compare to the In-tin oxide these material are very cheap and these are 

specially used for making a conducting layer on the glass. Furthermore In phosphide has an 

alternative of Ga arsenide which is applicable in solar power plant. (Mineral Commodity 

Summaries, 1992). In is sensitive to the iron ores. It can easily combine with Cu and tin. 

Basically it reacts with the material that contains Zn for example Sphalerite. Typical mineral 

accommodating zinc as Sphalerite (ZnS) is usually combined amidst Galena (lead sulphide). 

ZnS withstand underneath thousand degree centigrade temp whereas Wurtzite which is 

another form of zinc sulphide can sustain at normal temp. In the earth’s ores zinc sulphide 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687503001687#BIB28
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687503001687#BIB12
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687503001687#BIB16
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687503001687#BIB16
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exists by mixing with limestone and dolomitic stone. The Zn containing Sulphide can be 

found in irons and Mn. Fragments of indium and gallium are located amidst sphalerite 

although silver might be contained by this mineral (Dana, 1951). Indium can be extracted 

from crude lead or tin. A new mechanism is introduced by Novosibirsk in the Russian 

Federation (Novosibirsk, 2001). In tin oxide (ITO) is the major sub-product of indium, 

mostly used in commercial products. ITO sputter targets can be produced by different 

methods. For instance, acidifying indium metal, resulted by neutralization and precipitation 

of indium hydroxide, and calcination of indium hydroxide to indium oxide (Falk, G., 2012). 

Indium oxide is then merged along tin oxide powder (90% indium oxide, 10% tin oxide by 

weight) and crushed to stipulation. A water-based slurry of the indium oxide–tin oxide mix 

is ejected into cavity, and the casted “green” frames are creamed, then heated at immense 

warmth to boost the material’s frequency. The sintered form is chopped and prepare to detail. 

The prepared sintered ITO plate is served as a sputter target (Medvedovski et al., 2008). 

European Commission (European Commission, 2010) classified indium as one of the critical 

raw materials. There are particular properties provoking indium’s criticality. One vital 

condition is that indium is a sole byproduct of zinc production, what restricts the resilience 

of primary production to a growing world demand (Felix, N., 2000). Additional influential 

reason is that indium is generally consumed in developing technologies for instance, 

communication and photovoltaic. Producing flat panel of LCD, more than fifty percent of 

indium is used, where it is employed as transparent electrode material in mode of ITO 

(European Commission, 2010). It is estimated that indium demand will surge to 1911 tons 

in 2030. Total mine production in 2006 was 580 tons, that means 3 times greater than that 

time. Natural damage along with large reliability on scanty current fertile states provoking 

towering cost vaporization, affecting risk amid the mining and refining phase. Symmetrically 

influential, elements of composition and device improvement likewise methods of operation 

and recycle should be mediated at next phases. It practically never happens typically in a 

constituent condition (Angerer et al., 2009). Especially, in the Earth's crust it is low 

concentrated (Chagnon, 2010). Erdmann and Graedel (Erdmann and Graedel, 2011) 

presented a findings on metal shortage that indium is classified as utmost rare metal reserves. 

The National Research Council (NRC) (National Research Council, 2008) illustrated 

minerals’ rarity by two different variables, value of applications, and accessibility. Öko-

Institut (Buchert et al., 2009) anticipated that indium and gallium, could be put into the 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687503001687#BIB5
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687503001687#BIB24
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959652615000840#bib4
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959652615000840#bib13
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utmost rare minerals from 2010 to 2015 because of swift rise in applications, serious stock 

uncertainty, and limited recycling opportunities.  

 

3.3 Gallium 

Dmitri Mendeleev who was a chemist introduced a law which is called ‘periodic law’ where 

the chemical components are explained and notified the absence of chemical component 31. 

Dmitri Mendeleev thought the disappeared element in the periodic table remained and 

positioned on vertical closeness surrounded by the elements. Atomic numbers of indium & 

aluminium are consequently thirty one and forty nine furthermore harmony between these 

two are recommended. In view of these suspicions and theories, Paul Emile Lecoq de 

Boisbaudran who was also a chemist of French later introduced gallium in the year of 1875 

(Moskalyk, 2003). Gallium is a delicate material having a sparkly surface which is 

symbolized as “Ga”. Sometimes it acts like a non-metallic material. It is an easy dissolving 

material and possible to cut into two pieces by a blade. At room temperature gallium exhibit 

in a liquefied condition and reducing temperature that is low temperature the primary Ga 

shows a strong property. Ga is synthetic component having an atomic mass of 69, 72. The 

atomic number of Ga is 31. Gallium is generally a responsive component. At high 

temperature Ga makes a connection with nonmetallic material, and it is sensitive with acids 

solution and also with soluble bases. It assaults different materials & behaves as an outsider 

soul shape while presented to sulphuric corrosive & dichromate arrangement. Subsequently, 

unique controls apply while putting away and transporting gallium by traditional bearers, for 

example, truck, rail and air. The genuine amount dispatched via airship cargo is constrained 

when it is required to accommodate Ga inside 7 phases for pressing if there is a mischance 

as fluid Ga might assault auxiliary metal (Gray et al., 2013). Gallium is modestly available 

in the crust of the world. Ga is discovered basically in blend with zinc (Zn) and aluminum 

(Al) ores, basically it stuck into the metallic ores for example Zn ores or bauxite ores.  In 

unadulterated condition it might not happen normally and delivered for the most part in 

bauxite preparation or remain as a leftover portion of Zn handling deposits. Aggregated 

global assets of Ga roughly outperform one billion kgs and Ga fixation within bauxite & Zn 

metals are fifty sections for each million (ppm). Ga fixation within crust evaluated 

anticipated five to ten parts per million & using geochemical thickness markers it’s thickness 

within crust found tolerably large. Since the down to earth failure to shape its own minerals 

in normal conditions it is recognized as very uncommon and exceptionally broad escalation 
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follow component (Połedniok, 2008). Passing an electric wave over Ga alloys might extric 

Immaculate Ga. Be that as it may, mechanical techniques for Ga eradication are examined 

and those are predominantly employing Bayer solvent towards concentrate Ga. It is 

necessary to refine bauxite with a specific end goal to alumina generation and Bayer solvent 

& bayer system are essential consequently as primary asset and foremost mechanical 

technique. Silica, titanium dioxide & iron oxide are blended in bauxite while remains are 

aluminium oxide. Bauxite is processed by bayer procedure, in this procedure bauxite is 

cleaned using sodium hydroxide at high temperature. Using bayer solvent to recuperate Ga 

is treated as fundamental strategy for particle trading. DHG 586 & ES-346 are utilized in 

modern saps since these display great separating capability for Ga. As some negative issues 

remain amid modern applications, recuperate gallium from Bayer solvent proficiently, 

additionally innovative work are vital (Zhao et al., 2012). Though few mixes showed 

irregular behaviour while presented in short range but couple of uses have been resolved late 

decades. In present day electronics gadgets Ga is utilized as a fundamental part which has 

been allured by this disclosure. LEDs, PVs & ICs are the fundamental utilization part of Ga 

(Jaskula, 2011). GaN is utilized in generation of diode lasers & blue light discharging diodes 

while compound frame GaAs is used in infrared arrangements & circuits (microwave) 

(Kramer, 2006). Gallium Arsenide & solitary are the consuming areas of most of the Ga 

delivered. The primary explanation behind creating LEDs is the change over an electric 

current straightforwardly into light executed by GaAs. Creation of a light glimmer happened 

by streaming electric flow towards GaAs while electric flow is streamed only 1 portion by 

light emitting diodes. To deliver ablaze it needs to shut the electric flow streams within light 

emitting diodes at the point when a catch is pushed on an adding machine. Transistor is an 

important part of circuit power streaming system which is manufactured using GaAs. By 

adding Ag or Cu it is possible to lead electric stream by using semiconductor & the 

characteristics of this element could be found in GaAs in a large number. GaAs contains 

major preferred standpoint than Si which is utilized as a part of transistor. Gallium arsenide 

creates less warmth. Along these lines, more transistors can cooperate in the meantime to 

create a higher processing limit. The main buyer of gallium comprehensively; the United 

States does not create the component but depends on France for advanced quality blend 

while Russia & Kazakhstan export less quality blend to  fulfills mechanical and customer 

request. Germany, Russia, France & Australia are recognized as biggest makers. Global Ga 

business is led by GaAs followed by GaN and both accumulate ninetynine percent regarding 
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household Ga utilization (Jaskula, 2011). IC manufacturing contributes more than fifty 

percent utilization & remained portions are consumed by electric components, LEDs & solar 

panels. Innovative work, claim to fame compounds, and different applications represents 1% 

of aggregate gallium utilization. Optoelectronic gadgets are connected in regions, for 

example, aviation, shopper merchandise, mechanical gear, medicinal hardware, and media 

communications. ICs are additionally relevant in guard applications, elite PCs, and media 

communications. Gallium is likewise center later on of restorative imaging as a part in 

radiopharmaceuticals utilized as a part of the imaging procedure called radionuclide imaging 

(RNI). Gallium and its mixes are unsafe to strength of people and creatures regardless of the 

possibility that’s not lethal. Cautiousness is required to take care of Ga and mixes. The 

modern use of gallium started in the 1940s inside the endless supply of recuperation 

procedures. Due to obtain of behaviour similar to semiconductors Ga pulled in more 

enthusiasm in nineteenth century (Ullmanns, 2002). Even high temperature & pressure are 

suitable conditions for metallic Ga (AMM, 2003). LED's expend short of what one fourth of 

the vitality required for a glowing globule. Minute measures of gallium are utilized in PDA 

hardware in order to therapeutic usages. GaAs does not contain any alternative due to 

profoundly specific & consequent usages. In solar panels Si might be an alternative for GaAs 

as PVs can straightforwardly change over solar electricity towards current vitality (EECA, 

2001). Unfortunately, few amount of Ga is recoverable though global Zn inventory in nature 

is huge. Despite the fact that makers of virgin gallium work in a few nations, the significant 

wellspring of crude gallium comes from europe & other 4 nations. (Mineral Commodities 

Summaries, 1992). Japan & Germany are the major refined Ga producer but still France is 

recognized as the leading manufacturer (AMM, 2003). Around three hundred & fifty tons of 

Ga is achievable in a progress percent of around six & half. A more practical yearly 

development rate in the scope of 8–10% which ought to bring about a worldwide yield of 

around 300 tons after 2007. Cell phones & white LED's can possibly create twofold digit 

development rates. Remote interchanges give off an impression of being the fundamental 

segment crediting development in gallium utilization (Roskill, 2002). 

 

3.4 System Dynamics 

System dynamics (SD) are characterized in ways towards deal with recognizing framework’s 

conduct even after some periods. Dynamic issues within different sectors of researches have 

been utilized by this tool for example, building, restorative, social and natural sciences since 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687503002759#BIB33
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687503002759#BIB2
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687503002759#BIB12
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687503002759#BIB12
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687503002759#BIB22
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687503002759#BIB22
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687503002759#BIB2
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687503002759#BIB29
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687503002759#BIB29
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(Forrester, 1961) proposed the main framework flow demonstrating approach. System 

dynamics is a solid device that is utilized to model complicated frameworks to comprehend 

the example of conduct of various stages after some time. The customary way to deal with 

framework issues is to comprehend the conduct of a framework in view of the circumstances 

and end results connections among framework components independently. Notwithstanding, 

in numerous frameworks, causal connections are mind boggling in a way that one phase or 

component can be the aftereffect of another and the reason for another all the while. Along 

these lines, an all-encompassing demonstrating methodology is required to watch, dissect 

and show the frameworks all in all. System dynamics displaying theory serves best to the 

expressed destinations since it diminishes a framework to various little, singular pieces 

which lets the framework examined all in all and maintain an irregular connections in the 

form of dynamic as well as the form of multi-dimension. Framework progression comprises 

of input circles and stock, stream, and helper factors. The criticism circles are spoken to by 

causal relationship charts. In the component of framework stock is defined as a condition 

that implies effect on the by and large or fractional example of conduct at once. Stream is 

the expansion or diminishing sum on the estimation of a stock on a timeframe. The factors 

called assistant explain the rates that influence the stocks by deciding the stream esteems on 

a timeframe. After every causal relationship, stock, stream, assistant factors are characterized 

and tried, the framework is reenacted for a sensible day and age concerning beginning gauge 

estimations of past information. At that point the recreation results are approved to see 

whether SD display speaks to the real conduct of framework by contrasting the yield and 

past information. Upon the approval of SD model, actualization of strategies & reenactment 

must be process to check effects for conceivable approaches over framework conduct & 

contrast all outcomes and pattern. System dynamics is utilized as a comprehensive 

displaying along with dynamic reenactment approach in numerous regions for over 30 years. 

One of the zones that SD has been utilized is the natural supportability issues. (Ford, 1999) 

gave a few illustrations, for example, untamed life populace elements, air contamination, 

and vehicle discharges (Forrester, 1971) and (Meadows et al.1993) concentrated ecological 

supportability with a worldwide point of view. The expansion of human populace effects 

over globe & asset is likewise demonstrated (Meadows et al., 2004; Randers, 2000). Critical 

matters, for example municipal arranging might be incorporated by different models (White 

et al., 1974) territorial reasonable improvement (Saeed, 1994), natural administration 

(Mashayekhi, 1990), arrangement of water assets (Ford, 1996) & biological demonstrating 
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(Wu et al., 1993). Utilization of framework elements demonstration is a part of a few 

applications identified with development and foundation. (Shen et al, 2005) concentrated 

maintainable development. The major concern idea is the consideration of the execution 

measure of concerned supportability evaluation for activities. (Chasey et al, 2002) 

concentrated stage for administration over interstate frameworks. Thorough stages of 

administrations are characterized and SD models are produced for helping forthcoming basic 

leadership regarding support and development affairs. (Kunsch and Springael, 2008) 

introduce vigorous patterns for alleviating all CO2 outflows within private area assess 

strategies. As an outcome of utilizing mechanical progression in production network update 

we can create included understanding into framework dynamic conduct and especially into 

hidden causal connections. This new learning is promptly abused in the enhanced plan, 

strength and working viability of such systems (Berry, Towill and Wadsley, 1994). The 

outcome upgrades  professional execution when it comes to the justification versus elite 

rivalry, run of the mill criteria utilized being rate to trade of fresh items and the pace at which 

the stocks can be pivoted yet all the while fulfill client request. Mechanical elements is 

worried with critical thinking in living frameworks which unite machines, individuals and 

associations. It subsequently interfaces together hard control hypothesis encapsulated with 

delicate framework hypothesis. The last begun in biology (Von Bertalanffy, L., 1950) and 

philosophy (Vickers, 1967), and best case scenario outlined through the work of Checkland 

(Checkland, 1981). That’s why the sprouting modern dynamicist should know about the 

applicable apparatuses as seen from both closures of the frameworks range. These 

incorporate fundamental control hypothesis yet similarly require the capacity to comprehend 

and demonstrate circumstances where there is no single one of a kind perspective however 

simply some accord among the different "players" with respect to what seems to occur by.  

 

3.5 Materials flow analysis 

MFA is an apparatus which enables leaders to comprehend the digestion of their locale. It 

permits local procedures and exercises, for example, development, transportation, utilization 

& wastage transfer connection deliberately, beside information sources & yields. Further 

specifically, material flow analysis inspects specific framework based material incur 

(personal family unit, organization, area, city, and so forth.), the stocks and •flows inside 

this framework and the subsequent yields from the framework to different frameworks. Not 

at all like numerous other, customary, natural administration instruments, has MFA 
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concentrated on loadings as opposed to focuses. MFA is additionally helpful to analyze the 

connection between areas relating background (Obernosterer et al., 1998). It is often possible 

to utilize this technique to survey periodic metal’s flow amidst system. In the course of recent 

times, this tool expanded information regarding amounts, properties & areas of material 

carrying products (Müller et al., 2014). The mechanical use of metals expanded persistently 

amid the twentieth centenary, more than fifty components being used currently. Specifically, 

utilization of In, Pt amass humor, uncommon ground humors assuming  critical part among 

lot of rising advances was developed quickly as of late (Wäger et al., 2012). Expanded 

utilization has prompted a gathering of noteworthy loads amidst climate along with gathering 

& reusing scraps of auxiliary assets have turned out to be increasingly essential. Mentioned 

exercises depend upon learning of lifespan in regards to amounts, features, material carrying 

areas merchandise which amassed previously.They offer a few bits of knowledge into the 

anthropogenic digestion systems of metals, however give no data about the elements of asset 

utilize and coming about inventory transformation and streams. Periodic calculation streams 

might give bits of knowledge on elements affecting asset utilize and early notices of natural 

issues, or they can bolster speculation arranging in frameworks for mining, creation, and 

waste administration (Müller, 2006). The current dynamic metal stream models contrast as 

far as their displaying method, fleeting range, procedure consideration, application areas, 

exchange & misfortune streams, contingent upon the review's motivation and information 

accessibility. Up until now, the methodological ways to deal with elements sampling & flow 

direction are not institutionalized. Thinking reviews and joining outcomes became hard job 

(Chen and Graedel, 2012). Material flow analysis might be a review, investigation of streams 

in light of recorded information, or planned, investigating the future utilizing information 

extrapolation, or a blend of both methodologies. The greater part of the surveyed considers 

(43 of 60) go for comprehension the condition within climate, inventory sizes & way of 

advancing element. It includes measuring & envisioning important inventory & stream of 

elements among particular applications. Extra goals incorporate towards explicitly inspect 

reusing capability and reusing proficiency (Ruhrberg, 2006), and future reusing streams 

(Marwede and Reller, 2012) to assess future situations of asset accessibility (Kapur, 2006) 

to survey changes in natural effects identified with changes in material streams (Elshkaki et 

al., 2006) and to look at distinctive methodologies (Hedebrant, 2001)  
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4 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT OF INDIUM 

 

 

Indium goes through different stages in its entire lifespan which includes mining, refining, 

usages and recycling.  

4.1 Mining 

Submerge In exists in Zn contained metals, for instance strong arrangement amid sphalerite. 

Zinc Sulphide is the common recognized form of Zn. ZnS is durable in hoisted condition 

while Sphalerite shows steady behavior below thousand degree celsius. Different stones and 

rocks contain ZnS as metallic form. Pb & Sn are infrequently blended amidst sulfides while 

Sulfur-containing Zn is frequently consolidated along Fe and Mn beside periodic 

consideration of Cd & Hg. Even in silver containers and gold containers might be a location 

of Zinc Sulphide bearing In, Ga & Ti (Dana, 1951). Indium is a critical by-result of Zn plate 

preparing processes. In along with several plates esteems are recuperated amid creation 

concerning essential products, for example, zinc by methods for complex strategies, a large 

portion of which are restrictive to every maker. Indium speaks to an extremely minor rate of 

the world's hull, its fixation is practically identical to silver which is around 0.1 section for 

each million. A few people demonstrate, In amount extents between fifty and two hundred 

sections for each one thousand millions of world’s outside layer during normal In substance 

of Zn stores in between one and hundred parts per million. Worldwide zinc mine production 

in 2016 was 11.9 million tons, 7% less than that of 2015.  

 

 

 

Figure 1. Global Mine Production of Zinc 1994-2016.  
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The regularly conventional operation of removing In out of possession Indium Zinc 

contemplates incorporates accompanying strides. Keeping amid mind the end goal to 

recuperation indium, jarosite buildup is broken up utilizing hot sulfuric corrosive 

arrangement. In this technique, indium is specifically separated from drain arrangement (Shi-

qing et al., 2006). For the most part, in this technique the encourage to dissolvable derivation 

operation is filter arrangement carrying generally immense In centralizations. Mentioned 

technique considered as  inappropriate due to Zn station buildups bearing less In 

centralizations, since In along with Fe focuses amid drain arrangement are less & abnormal 

state separately. Thus, this was hard to recuperate In out of filter arrangement by means of 

dissolvable separation specifically (Tomii et al., 1981).  

 

 

 

Figure 2. Global Primary Production of Indium 1994-2015.  

 

4.2 Refining 

Electronic transformation, void ablution, state sniffing, small reactions & special purifying 

are some common methods to refine indium. Standard refining technique recognized as 

electro purifying amidst brief operation stream, basic & advantageous process & small 

venture. This soft metal is possible to refine in high quality. Few nations with shortage of 

mine sources locally purify In by processing bought deposits, vent clean & impurities. 

According to purity different classes of In are traded globally. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687509002325#bib6
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687509002325#bib6
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687509002325#bib7
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Figure 3. Global Refined Production of Indium, 1994-2016, metric tons. 

 

China is the major contributor of global refined indium production followed by South Korea, 

Japan, Germany, Canada and Brazil. According to USGS mineral survey, China has 

produced 320 tons of indium in 2007, which is around 56.8% of global indium production. 

At the same time, refined production by Japan was 60 tons with a contribution of 10.7% 

which was the second highest amount followed by South Korea and Canada. Global refined 

indium production has been increased to 759 tons in 2015 from 563 tons in 2007. Yet, China 

is the major contributor with a share of 46.1% of total production. Korea has increased its 

production significantly to 195 tons from 50 tons in 2007. Other producers also have gained 

increased amount except Belgium. Though global production was rising steadily but 2016 

showed different scenario with a declining amount dramatically. In 2016 global production 

was 655 tons, lowest among last 7 years. Reason behind this can be marked as, China’s 

declined contribution. It has shown its lowest production of 290 tons which is even lower 

than the production of 2007. Still China is the major contributor, sharing 44.3% of global 

refined production. Though total production of Korea was similar of last year but the 

contribution rate improved to 29.8%, highest ever.  
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Figure 4. Global Contribution of Refined Indium Production, 2007-2016  

 

4.3 Usage and trend  

Only few nations are biggest makers of In although around 10 different nations share littler 

amounts towards overall utilization. Free market activity from immaculate In items amid 

previous four decades were inconsistent along with broad changes for conveyed cost 

(Alfantazi and Moskalyk, 2003). Most noteworthy applications noticed, compounds along 

with ITO. In is utilized to manufacture GR, photograph maestro also in conductors. TFI is 

considered as the biggest utilization of In. For example, pervasive among fluid gem show 

shield utilized as a part of PCs, amusements, and CD/DVD players, level board (otherwise 

known as bed) presentations, sunlight based unit or EL lights. Japan expends the dominant 

part of indium by utilizing in abundance of half of the overall yield in its different enterprises. 

The utilization inside Japan has ascended more than 1000% amid the previous years 

(Economics of Indium, 1999). To become the global driving maker & supplier Republic of 

China extended aluminium trade (Humphreys, 2002). Holding, immense immaculateness, 

below warmth  amalgams, welding & fragile movies employments are normal utilization of 

In. Indium welding, combination fastens indicate bring down split spread and better warm 

weakness resistance contrasted with ordinary patches. Indium's holding properties are 

remarkable particularly as for such nonmetals as glass and coated earthenware production. 

Indium distorts effectively underweight even at to a great degree little heat. Indium tin oxide 

is also utilized in lean sheet over mirror and mold to go about being straightforward voltaic 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0892687503001687#BIB12
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transmitter & glowing speculum. TF covering innovations are utilized as a part of the make 

of LCDs, FPDs, sensitive shields, cosmic boards, & vitality productive apertures. Airplanes 

& car front mirror are covered by indium tin oxide layers. Voltaic gravity, warm speculation 

& straightforwardness are some solid behaviors of ITO. Mentioned functions let indium 

oxide to be a perfect medium to change over information towards visual frame of level board 

presentations & liquid crystal displays. Indium tin oxides are prepared for spitting objects 

and put to void while targeted to produce screens of tablet phone, timers, apparatus show 

boards & versatile telephones (Teck Cominco Limited, 2002a). Indium shapes compounds 

with valuable and raw sheets toward bring down liquefying spot. Proceeding with 

investigation ventures incorporate extra usages in radiation to broadcast communications & 

updated shopper voltaic items. In basic power sources it is treated as alternative material 

(Crowson, 2001). The major consuming part of indium is ITO manufacturing with a share 

of around 58%. ITO is an essential element of LCD and LED screens. Other significant end 

use of indium are alloys, batteries, solders and CIGS solar panel manufacturing.  

 

 

 

Figure 5. Global Share of Finished Products Containing Indium.  

Overall utilization of indium demonstrated an unfaltering development over a decade ago. 

In 2004, worldwide utilization was 650 metric ton, though in 2015 it wound up with 1550 

mt. Yearly, around 11% of development rate demonstrates a persistent demand in market. 

Just the outstanding case occurred in 2009, while the utilization diminished to 1340 mt, 10 

mt not as much as the utilization of a year ago.  
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Figure 6. Global Indium Consumption, 2004-2015.  

 

Outstanding development in demand has originated from Japan and the Republic of Korea, 

which represented over half of indium utilization in the vicinity of 1995 and 2000. The 

greater part of Japanese and Korean consumption is devoured in these materials costs overall 

now firmly connected to the fortunes of ITO applications, as this area has overwhelmed all 

flip side employments of indium. Flatbed display applications represent the greater part of 

world indium consumption (Schwarz-Schampera and Herzig, 2002).  

 

 

  

Figure 7. Country wise Share of Indium Consumption, 1969-2000.  
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The 2016 assessed normal free market cost of indium was $240 per kilogram. The normal 

month to month cost started the year at $255 per kilogram in January and expanded 

marginally amid the initial 4 months of the year achieving $262 per kilogram in April, after 

which the cost diminished through September, tumbling to $218 per kilogram. On the other 

hand, US market price trend shows a continuous fluctuation amid times. In 1995, price was 

375$/kg while in 2002 it went down to 97$. But after 2004 to 2009 price was bit higher, 

even went up to 918$ in 2006. Trend of price was quite similar in between 2009 to 2015 but 

showed a rapid decrease to 340$/kg in 2016.  

 

 

 

Fig 8. Indium Price Trend, 1994-2016, US Market  

 

4.4 Recycling 

Global yielding of In dependent on mine production and reclaiming. Accordingly, next step 

is to recycling from consumer applications (Hong, Jung and Hong, 2010). Late patterns of 

the maintained high cost consolidated with an asset exhaustion issue have produced 

additional enthusiasm of indium’s reusing. At this point during ITO objects spotted over 

boards, only less than half is stored at the board. Rest of the amount gathered as scraps 

(Matthews et al., 2008). These remaining are recollected for further processing towards 

secondary production. To keep up a harmony among requirement with inventory, changes 

over productivity is acknowledged to recover the assets into processed casting. Inversion of 

reusing system is additionally imperative for business because of stock conveying expense. 

Minimal effort prepare is produced affecting reuse. In bearing dusts should treated ideally 
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improved among group amounts absorbing consequent filtering system (Gupta, Mudhar and 

Singh, 2007). On account of the expansive measure of indium tin oxide discard, huge amount 

possible to recuperate. More than half elements are recuperated in sputtering process by 

means of recover preparing (Phipps et al., 2007). As indicated by (Roskill, 2010) add up to 

optional indium creation was ~602 tons in 2009; Indium Corp. gauges that ~1,000 tons of 

indium is created from new scrap each year (Mikolajczak 2009).  

 

 

 

Figure 9. Geographic Distribution of Secondary Indium Production. (Roskill, 2010).  

 

Secondary production of indium from end product waste is not a material source of supply 

because very few indium contained in consumer items considered to reclaim (Buchert et al. 

2012). A key issue for thought in the reusing of indium from end product is the correlation 

between the estimation of the reused material and the level of scattering of the primary 

material. A more noteworthy level of scattering suggests that the cost of gathering, sorting, 

reusing, and refining is probably going to be higher than if the crude material were thought 

inside a solitary item at a solitary area and in huge amounts. These expenses are then 

contrasted with the estimation of the material that can be recouped to learn whether it's 

reusing is monetary. Curtain products such as computers, televisions, cell phones and small 

electronic items are not economic to recycle (Dahmus and Gutowski, 2007). In spite of the 

fact that the reusing of indium from EOL items has huge potential, old piece is not as of now 

a noteworthy source. The low reusing rate infers that the expenses of gathering, sorting, and 
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refining such piece (due to profoundly reckless utilization for customer items) are as yet 

higher than long haul indium value desires. Likewise, devoted reusing from concentrated 

wellsprings of indium, for example, EOL solar panels is a supply source held for the future 

on the grounds that the normal solar panel has a future of roughly 20 years and recyclers are 

reluctant to submit funding to committed offices until they can be guaranteed that the base 

heaps of plant bolster are accessible (Van lair Broeck 2010). 

 

4.5 Substitution 

TE (transparent electrodes) and different sorts of LCDs are the utilization sectors for ITO. 

Furthermore, the aggregate sum of indium utilized for FPDs and other commodities are 

remarkably extending as of late. It is generally trusted that a deficiency of indium may 

happen sooner rather than later as a result of the restricted way of world indium supplies. 

Notwithstanding the asset accessibility issue, the cost of indium has as of late expanded by 

a component of roughly ten. Thus, a steady supply of ITO might be hard to accomplish for 

the as of late extending market for LCDs. Along these lines, it is vital to create other options 

to the ITO thin-film transparent electrodes utilized as a part of LCDs (Minami, 2008). As of 

late, TCOs that contain a diminished measure of indium have pulled in much consideration 

as substitute materials for ITO transparent electrode applications. Accordingly, numerous 

sorts of TCO materials have been created (Song et al., 2002). As indicated by USGS, there 

are as of now a few substitutes appeared as substitutes of different indium based items, which 

are listed in underneath table.   

 

Element Substitute Product 

ITO Coatings Antimony Tin Oxide LCD 

ITO Coatings Carbon nanotube Flexible display, Solar cells, touch screens 

ITO Coatings PEDOT Flexible display,OLED, touch screens 

ITO Silver non wires Touch screen 

ITO Electrodes Graphene Solar cells, touch screens 
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ITO Zinc Oxide nan powder LCD's 

Indium Phosphide Gallium Arsenide Solar Cells, Semiconductors 

Indium Hafnium Nuclear reactor control 

 

Table 1. Potential Substitutes for Indium.  
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5 MODEL DESCRIPTION 

 

 

Details of the model has been described below.  

 

5.1 Aspiration and exertion 

Primary reason for this model is to investigate the potential recyclable measure of indium in 

various phases of lifecycle by examining stock and flow of this material, utilizing distinctive 

relative factors. Previous data regarding the material consumption in different applications 

have been considered to provide exact insights of supply and demand. Purpose has been 

implemented by approaching System Dynamics method. Defining system boundary was the 

first task, then causal loop diagram is constructed to visualize the influence of variables 

among themselves. Vensim PLE has been adopted to build the material stream outline.  

 

5.2 Model’s system perimeter 

In spite of the fact that the precision and unwavering quality could be expanded by 

incorporating all elements in the model however It could be exceptionally testing to 

incorporate all the pretending variables for SD simulation. Accordingly, a typical practice is 

to characterize a sensible framework limit and examination is led inside that limit. Figure 10 

demonstrates the system perimeter for corresponding study. Since mentioned material is a 

byproduct, reserve along with mining of zinc are incorporated. Then indium is extracted, 

refined and used for end products. On the consumption side, ITO sputtering represents 56% 

of indium utilization. The other significant consumers of indium are solder (10%), thermal 

interface material (6%), battery (5%), CIGS (8%), alloy (4%) and miscellaneous (11%) 

(NREL (National Renewable Energy Laboratory), 2015). ITO is considered to be divided 

into 2 different applications, LCD and LED manufacturing. ITO sputtering process generates 

huge amount of scraps, measured as 70% of total consumption (USGS (U. S. Geological 

Survey), 2009).  
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Figure 10. System Boundary of Indium Stock & Flow Model.  

  

5.3 Causal tree diagram 

Figure 11, 12 and 13 are presenting the CTD for indium substance stream. Extraction of 

indium largely depend on Zinc reserve and mining. Whereas, extraction influence primary 

indium stock and refining quantity.  

 

 

 

Figure 11. Causal Tree Diagram 1.  
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After the stage of refining, it is ready to be used for manufacturing of different applications. 

In this case, 5 different products have been considered including batteries, solar cells (CIGS), 

thermal interface material (TIM) and alloy. ITO is the most significant material consumes 

refined indium and production process of this element termed as sputtering. This sputtering 

process creates huge amount of scraps which later added to the stock through recycling 

process.  

 

 

 

Figure 12. Causal Tree Diagram 2.   

 

The user stock diagram is consist of 8 different products which includes miscellaneous 

production (MP) also. User stock for each of the product basically rely on lifespan and 

related production co-efficiency.  
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Figure 13. Causal Tree Diagram 3.  

 

5.4 Stock flow diagram 

The SD methodology, which is embraced in this study, is a demonstrating and recreation 

system particularly intended for long haul, incessant, dynamic stock and flow issues. It 

concentrates on seeing how the production processes, material streams and related 

approaches associate in order to make the progression of the factors of intrigue. Structure of 

the framework is characterized by the totality of the connections between these segments. It 

is most urgent in SD that the model structure gives a substantial depiction of the genuine 

procedures. Three discrete yet interconnected parts including indium extraction, production 

and applications have been portrayed in this exploration through SD model.  
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Figure 14. System Dynamics Model of Indium Stock & Flow. 

 

5.4.1 Indium stream in production process 

Reserve amount and mine production of zinc have been taken into account to calculate the 

flow of indium since it is a byproduct of zinc. Historical data of global zinc reserve and 

mining have been considered to figure out the yield rate of indium.  The average 

concentration has been considered to calculate total indium amount in zinc ore. Databases 
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accessible after 1994 have been studied to receive information of primary indium yielding. 

Stream of indium in mining and refining has been computed utilizing every one of these 

information. 

 

5.4.2 Indium flow in production process 

Major applications of indium are ITO, alloy, photovoltaics (CIGS), solder, thermal interface 

material and battery. Every products have different global demand for indium. Data on 

annual global demand of individual products have been considered for calculating. 56% of 

refined indium is used to manufacture ITO, whereas other products CIGS, solders, TIMs and 

batteries consume 4%, 8%, 10%, 6% and 5% subsequently. Remaining 11% is considered 

as miscellaneous applications, for example research purpose. ITO is utilized in two different 

intermediate products, LCD and LED. Measure of indium contained all-inclusive in these 

items have been acquired through chronicled data analysis.  Another significant issue during 

ITO manufacturing is the sputtering process which generates huge amount of scraps. 70% 

of scrap produced during this process and another 30% is injected into the ITO plate. These 

scraps are the most important source of secondary indium. 85% of these scraps are recycled 

and reused as secondary material. 

 

5.4.3 End of life scraps 

The scraps in end applications along with discarded materials has been calculated applying 

top- down approach by considering the yearly contribution of the material to each 

commodity. Average lifespan of each product has been retrieved from different sources to 

calculate the consumer application scraps and the abandoned stuffs. 
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6 RESULTS FOR INDIUM 

 

 

Primary yielding, refining and manufacturing cycles have been analyzed to demonstrate the 

Global stock and flow analysis of indium considering next fifty years (2018 to 2067). This 

is chosen considering information accessibility and studying similar dynamic material flow 

litterateurs. Current circumstance of secondary production of indium and recollection of 

indium from final commodities has been considered. Finally, the recyclable amount of 

indium in various periods of its life expectancy has been figured out.  

.  

6.1 Indium penetration into the system 

Annual primary production of indium will show a yearly steady growth rate of 0.67%. 2036 

will be the lowest primary indium production time while 2052 will be the pick time with an 

amount of 533 mt.  

 

   Table 2. Annual Indium Extraction (metric ton).  
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Figure 15. Annual Indium Extraction 2018-2067. 

 

The very next process is refining, which is considered as penetration stage of indium into 

the system. According to the result of model, the calculated average refining production is 

403 mt per year. Total 20167 mt of refined indium will be added to the process in next 50 

years. Amount of refined production will mainly depend upon annual primary production.  
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Figure 16. Annual Refined Indium Penetration into the System (2018-2067).  

 

6.2 End use stock of Indium 

Globally around 26 mt of indium will be stocked in different alloys each year up to 2067. 

That means, for next 50 years there will be around 16917 mt of indium available in this 

premise which contributes 7.86% of total end product stock share.  
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Table 3. Annual Alloy User Stock of Indium.  

 

 

 

Figure 17. Alloy User Stock of Indium (2018-2067).  
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CIGS Photovoltaics solar panel is the highest lifetime (25 years) holder product among all 

the product studied here. This big lifespan sometimes creates shortage of considerable 

product stock to be recycled. Whatever, it is estimated that 8% of total end product stock 

will be shared by CIGS for next 50 years.  

 

 

 

Table 4. Annual CIGS End Use Stock.  
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Figure 18. CIGS User Stock (2018-2067).  

 

Annual average of 6 mt, LED will contain only 2% of indium among all applications. Yearly 

distribution is shown in below table. 

 

 

Table 5. Annual LED End Use Stock.  
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Figure 19. LED User Stock (2018-2067). 

 

LCD will contribute 38% of total indium which is highest among mentioned applications. 

Average amount is 128 ton per annual.  

 

 

Table 6. Annual LCD End Use Stock.  
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Figure 20. LCD User Stock (2018-2067). 

 

With an average of 66 mt indium, solder products will contribute 19% of total share. Below 

table shows the yearly contribution. 

 

 

Table 7. Annual Solder User Stock.  
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Figure 21. Solder User Stock (2018-2067). 

 

With an average of 50 mt, TIM contributes 15% of total end product stock. Table 8 shows 

the annual distribution. 

 

 

 

Table 8. Annual TIM User Stock.  
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Figure 22. TIM User Stock (2018-2067). 

 

With an average of 33 mt, batteries contribute 10% of global indium share from end 

products. Table 9 illustrates the figures.  

 

 

 

Table 9. Annual Battery User Stok.  
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Figure 23. Battery User Stock (2018-2067).  

 

From the outcomes, unmistakably yearly indium stock in final result will increment in a rate 

of 28% up to year 2022. In 2023 it will see slight tumble to 406 mt which is 51 mt not as 

much as the earlier year. This decrements will proceed till 2030 which may come about level 

out of stock. From 2032 to 2040 there will be quick increment in stock development up to 

819 mt from 12 mt. The past situation will rehash beginning from 2041 to 2054. From 809 

mt in 2041, the yearly stock will diminishing to - 18 mt. Stock will pick up again in 2055 to 

2062 in a yearly development rate of 127%. In the time of 2067 there will include more 378 

mt of indium in end utilize stock.  
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Figure 24. Global Annual User Stock Scenario (2018-2067).  

 

Product wise trend of user stock development indicates distinctive situation for various 

applications and fluctuation is visible as many of them with substantial life expectancy. For 

instance LCD and CIGS demonstrate enormous change because of their greater lifetime 

therefore 12 years and 25 years. Then again items with littler lifetime will be steadier to 

include indium stock in end of utilizations, for instance batteries, alloys and solders are 

steadier to contribute in user stock because of shorter lifetime.  
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Figure 25. Future Annual Trend of Global User Stock (2018-2067).  

 

Considering 2018 as first year of stock starting from 215 mt ends up to 16917 mt in the year 

of 2067.  

 

 

 

Figure 26. Total Global User Stock (2018-2067).  
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Application based trend illustrates add up to stock contribution for next 50 years and clearly 

LCD screens are assuming the significant part to improve the stock in finished product taken 

after by solder and LED. CIGS items have great probability in not so distant future to 

contribute.  

 

 

 

Figure 27. Trend of Total Global User Stock (2018-2067).  

 

Figure 28 shows the yearly addition of indium toward the final result and LCD is delivering 

critical measure of carved material while CIGS solar panels are additionally great sources 

however because of long life expectancy in a few years commitment won't appear. Another 

huge sources are TIM and batteries.  
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Figure 28. Global Annual Share of Indium Stock (2018-2067).  

 

Figure 29 demonstrates the worldwide normal commitment of indium material toward the 

finish of use. Holding 38% of offer LCD screens are as yet the real sources taken after by 

solders, TIMs and batteries thus contributing 19%, 15% and 10%. Both alloys and CIGS 

have great possibility of contributing of 8% while LED is similarly unpromising with 

holding just 2% of aggregate offer.  
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Figure 29. Global Mean Contribution of Indium Stock (2018-2067). 

 

6.3 Recycle scenario of Indium 

ITO manufacturing goes through a process called sputtering which creates huge amount of 

indium scraps a major source of secondary production. According to the model, 290 mt of 

scraps will be generated during sputtering in the year of 2018. Highest amount of scrap will 

be produced in 2019, accounted around 320 mt and this is 30 mt more than the previous year. 

Lowest amount of scrap will be produced in the year of 2039, generating only 210 mt. The 

average annual scrap generation amount will be 261 mt.  
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Figure 30. Global Annual Scrap Generation during Sputtering (2018-2067).  

 

The scraps generated during the sputtering process are collected for recycling which 

contributes as secondary production. With a recycling efficiency of 85%, huge amount of 

indium is added to the process. According to the result of model 13037 mt of secondary 

indium will be added to the process at an average of 260 mt per year.  

 

 

 

Figure 31. Global Annual Secondary Production (2018-2067).  
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According to the model result, secondary indium will contribute 39% of global indium 

production for next 50 years.  

 

 

 

Figure 32. Global Primary Production vs Secondary Production (2018-2067).  

 

As indium is not collected from end product, so the amount remaining at end product could 

be considered as the recyclable amount which is around 338 mt per year and for next 50 

years the sum up is 16917 mt considering all major applications.  
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Figure 33. Annual Available End Use Stock Recyclable Indium (2018-2067).  

 

Annual average recyclable amount of indium is about 600 mt whereas only 260 mt is 

recycled as secondary production, rest 57% is lost in processes and end of life applications.  

 

 

 

Figure 34. Annual Recyclable and Recycled Indium (2018-2067). 
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7 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT OF GALLIUM 

 

 

 

 

7.1 Mining 

Bauxite ores are the principal source of gallium, representing over 95% of overall generation 

of primary gallium. In any case, just 10% of the aluminum industry remove gallium from 

bauxite metals; the majority of the gallium is in this manner contained in tailings or sent to 

landfill as waste from aluminum extraction. There are different choices to recuperate gallium 

from sodium aluminate arrangements, for example, partial precipitation, electrochemical 

statement, dissolvable extraction, and ion exchange. Solvent extraction is a productive 

strategy. By utilizing the Kelex 100 framework, it is possible to extract around 80 % of the 

Ga in Bayer liquor. Be that as it may, the energy of the extraction procedure has been turned 

out to be moderate, by and requiring a few sessions. To recuperate Ga out of Bayer liquor, 

industries mostly use ion transection technique. Common utilization of industrial resins are 

Duolite ES-346 & DHG586 as they display great removing belongings for Ga (ZHAO et al. 

2012).  

 

 

 

Figure 35. Global Primary Gallium Production (1995-2016).  
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As indicated by USGS, worldwide primary Ga production capacity was 145 mt in 1995 yet 

just 35 mt could be retrieved which is just 24% of aggregate capacity. Following 21 years in 

2016 capacity expanded to 730 mt at a yearly growth rate of 19%. In the meantime 

production figure went up to 375 mt however the most noteworthy yielding occurred in 2015, 

470 mt. Capacity utilization rate was 51% in 2016. The average production for most recent 

21 years was 162 mt against the average capacity of 279 mt. 58% of aggregate limit could 

be utilized.  

 

 

 

Figure 36. Global Primary Gallium Production Capacity vs Actual Production (1995-2016).  

 

According to the data retrieved from BGS (British Geological Survey), China is playing the 

leading role in primary Ga production. Though country specific data could not be retrieved 

before 2011 but last few years China contributed 88% of total basic yielding.  
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Figure 37. Global Share of Global Fundamental Gallium Yielding (2007-2015) 

 

 

7.2 Refining 

Refined Ga are yielded through manufacturing procedure towards suited for assembling 

delivery operation of gallium arsenide & gallium nitride, maximum basic utilized Ga items 

are connected for hardware & solar panels. Gallium at 3N/4N purities (99.9 to 99.99 %) 

gotten from essential and optional generation must be refined to higher purities, commonly 

by fragmentary crystallization and zone refining up to 7N/8N subordinate on the further 

utilize. According to USGS, global refined Ga production in 2016 was 180 mt which is 129 

mt higher than the production of 1994. Production growth rate was 19% up to year 2000. 

Production was same for the next year also. After experience a declining till 2003, 

circumstance enhanced for next 5 years in a rate of 12% annually. Highest refined production 

occurred in 2012, which was 354 mt.  
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Figure 38. Global Refined Gallium Production (1994-2016).  

 

Utilization of refining capacity was almost 80% for last 13 years. Refined production was 

86 mt against the capacity of 140 mt in 2004. 61% of total capacity could be utilized. In 2016 

only 180 mt has been refined against the capacity of 320 mt, which means only 56% 

utilization. 2011 and 2012 were exceptional as refining production exceeded the estimated 

capacity.  

 

 

Figure 39. Global Refined Ga Production Capacity vs Actual Production (2004-2016).  
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7.3 Trend and applications 

Cutting edge semiconductors are essential part of microwave handsets, diodes & more 

electronic products. Utilization of mixture of GaAs & GaN is very common for these 

applications. Gallium arsenide (GaAs) is principal material used in LEDs as it is fit for 

creating laser light changed from electrical power. Mentioned light emitting diodes extend 

in between 35 & 350 mW yield control category alongside differing lumens per watt 

proficiency. GaP is considered as an optional hotspot of LEDs. Semiconducting materials, 

for example, GaAs & InP within sole gem frame are utilized as a part of solar cells. It was 

accounted for that gallium arsenide items represent around 95% of the yearly worldwide 

gallium utilization (Moskalyk, 2003). The two fundamental application fields are integrated 

circuits & optoelectronic machines. Most widely recognized compounds are GaAs & GaN, 

significantly littler sums Ga antimonide (GaSb) and gallium phosphide (GaP), marked to 

around 94 % of current utilization (ROSKILL 2014). Right now, the best utilization of 

gallium is in GaAs. The biggest utilize is in GaAs compound semiconductors in 

optoelectronic and microelectronic enterprises including incorporated circuits (ICs) utilized 

as a part of phones, infrared producing diodes (IREDs), laser diodes (LDs), laser transmitting 

diodes (LEDs), remote correspondences, and top of the line military applications. The 

transcendent utilization of GaN is in optoelectronics. It can be utilized to radiate splendid 

light as laser diodes (LDs) & light emitting diodes (LEDs). It might be additionally utilized 

like a part of electronic gadgets for cutting edge high recurrence, high power transistors fit 

for working at high temperatures.  
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Figure 40. Application Based Share of Gallium.  

 

According to USGS, Germany was the major source of imported Ga into US market 

followed by China for last 10 years (2007 to 2016). Other major sources were UK, Ukraine 

and Canada.   

 

Figure 41. Export Scenario to US Market (2007-2016).  
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Consumption data of Ga in global market is difficult to retrieve due to lacking of reliable 

sources. So, data of US market has been analyzed to get a general scenario. Total Ga 

consumption in US market was 307200 kg for last 10 years in an average 30720 kg per year. 

2013 experienced the highest consumption of 37800 kg which decreased to 22000 kg at a 

rate of 13% in 2016.  

 

 

 

Figure 42. Consumption of Ga in US Market (2007-2016).  

 

In 2007, price of Ga was 530$/kg in US market. One year from now, this cost expanded to 

579$, which is 49$ more than the earlier year however in 2009 diminished to 449$. In spite 

of the fact that the most elevated cost experienced in 2011 however over and again 

diminished to 317$ of every 2015. From 2011 to 2015 the reduction rate was very nearly 

54%.  
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Figure 43. Price Trend of Ga in US Market (2007-2016) 

 

7.4 Recycling 

Recycling of gallium is another huge origin for the market. At introduce, no gallium is 

recuperated from post-buyers scrap, so the squanders from the creation of GaAs and GaN 

wafers are the most vital hotspot for optional gallium. The manufacture of these 

semiconductor wafers produces around 60 % new scrap, with a gallium content going from 

1 to 99.99 % (Butcher and Brown 2014). In the preparing of the GaAs generation, the last 

yield is regularly just under 15% and the rest of GaAs is squandered as scrap. It is, in this 

way, vital to reuse the Ga alloy derived by gallium arsenide waste since it is considered as 

moderately uncommon significant component for eminent innovation sector (Lee and Nam, 

1998). Over eighty five percent of gallium arsenide wastes are squandered during related 

time spent for gallium arsenide wafer generation & its wastages are squandered beyond 

remedies (Lee et al., 1995). Within gallium arsenide wastages, the Ga elements are about 

half. For the most part, gallium metal is gotten as a result of metallurgical procedures within 

Al & Zn businesses, yet recuperation for Ga seen are very little (Habashi, 1969). Half of Ga 

expanded globally in the year of 2010 originated through reused origins (Jaskula, 2012). 

Reused gallium are critical as these conceivably represent over half of the supply exhibit on 

the planet advertise. Imperatively exclusive 15% GaAs molds are really utilized amid 

producing gadgets and remaining 85% containing huge reusing possibilities. As Ga creation 

treated as result from preparing metals, developing worldwide industries have been 
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introduced to recuperate these recollectable bits (Dehnavi, 2013). Global Ga recycling 

capacity has been grown in a significant rate. In 2004, recycling capacity was 68 mt, which 

has been improved to 270 mt each year in 2016. Growth rate was almost 25% per year.  

 

 

 

Figure 44. Comparison of Ga Extraction, Refining and Recycling Capacity (2004-2016) 

 

7.5 Substitution 

Though researchers are introducing substitutes in few sectors proper substitute for Ga in 

different applications are yet to develop. Table 10 shows some introductory and proposed 

substitute for Ga reported by USGS. 

Element Substitute Application 

GaAs Liquid Crystal LED 

GaAs Indium Phosphide Wavelength Applications 

GaAs Helium Neon Laser 

GaAs Silicon Solar Cell 

GaAs Silicon Germanium Transistors 

 

Table 10. Possible Substitutes of Ga for Different Applications  
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8 MODEL DESCRIPTION 

 

 

8.1 Aspiration and exertion 

Essential explanation behind this model is to explore the potential recyclable measure of Ga 

in different periods of life cycle by analyzing stock and stream of this material, using 

particular relative elements. Past information with respect to the material utilization in 

various applications have been considered to give correct bits of knowledge of free market 

activity. Standard SD modeling approach is taken after to execute the reason. Characterizing 

framework limit was the principal errand, at that point causal circle chart is developed to 

picture the impact of factors among each other. The stock and stream graphs are then built, 

utilizing Vensim PLE simulation. Model approval is performed before examining differing 

circumstances.  

 

8.2 System Boundary 

Figure 45 elaborates the system boundary considered for Ga stock flow analysis. Production 

of Zn and bauxite ore has been taken into account as Ga is treated as a byproduct of these 

particular sources. Next processes are extraction, refining and applications. Refined Ga is 

used for producing GaAs wafer, GaN wafer and different compounds. GaAs consumes 94% 

of total Ga, while rest 65 is divided in between GaN (3%) and different compounds (3%) 

(Yarahmadi, 2013). End use of GaAs is divided into different products such as CIGS (4%), 

IC (50%), LED (38%) and semiconductors (2%). GaAs wafer production process generates 

huge amount of scraps which is almost 85% of consumption (Cui etc, 2015).  
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Figure 45. System Boundary of Ga Stock & Flow Model. 

 

8.3 Causal tree diagram 

Causal tree diagram of Ga flow has been shown in figure 46 and 47. Primary Ga extraction 

mostly depend on the production of Zn and bauxite ore. This primary Ga is collected for 

refining to prepare for further manufacturing. Mainly 3 different manufacturing processes 

have been considered here named as production, production 2 and production 3. The term 

Production is for GaAs manufacturing while production 2 and production 3 are for GaN and 

Ga compounds consequently. The process ‘production’ creates significant amount of scraps 

which is later collected for recycling and added to refined stock of Ga.  
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Figure 46. Causal Tree Diagram 1.  

 

The user end applications of Ga are CIGS solar cell, LED, integrated circuit and 

semiconductor which are mainly byproduct of GaAs. Another major application is magnet 

which is processed through GaN wafer. Each of these products have their individual lifetime 

which has been considered during simulation. The only recycling facility found is during 

GaAs wafer manufacturing which is responsible for generating a stock of scraps.  
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Figure 47. Causal Tree Diagram 2 

 

8.4 Stock flow diagram 

The SD technique, which is grasped in this investigation, is an exhibiting framework 

especially expected for whole deal, perpetual, dynamic stock and stream issues. It focuses 

on perceiving how the generation forms, material streams and related methodologies relate 

keeping in mind the end goal to make the movement of the variables of interest. Structure of 

the system is portrayed by the totality of the associations between these sections. It is most 

earnest in SD that the model structure gives a generous portrayal of the certified strategies. 

Three discrete yet interconnected parts including Ga extraction, manufacturing and usages 

have been depicted in this investigation through SD demonstrate.  
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Figure 48. System Dynamics Model of Ga Stock and Flow. 
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8.4.1 Gallium flow in mining and refining 

Since Ga is a byproduct of Zinc and bauxite ore, production amount of these materials have 

been considered to calculate the flow of Ga. To find the yielding rate of Ga, previous data 

of global Zn and bauxite production have been taken into account. Ga amount in these 2 

sources have been acknowledged by the average concentration estimation. Data of primary 

Ga production since 1994 have been gathered and utilized in the model. All these 

information have been employed to observe the flow 

 

8.4.2 Ga flow in production process 

CIGS solar cells, integrated circuits, LEDs, semiconductors, different compounds and GaN 

magnets are the dominant end products of Ga. Global share of Ga consumption is particularly 

distinct for each items. Calculation has been done dealing the data of annual demand of 

specific products. 94% of Ga is consumed in GaAs wafer processing which is later used to 

manufacture solar cells, LEDs, ICs and SCs. These end products absorb subsequently 4%, 

38%, 50% and 2% of global Ga expenditure. Remaining 6% is equally divided into GaN and 

compounds manufacturing. GaAs wafer manufacturing generates huge amount of scraps 

which is estimated as 85% of Ga consumption of total wafer requirements. 60% of these 

scraps are collected later to recycle and recognized as principal source of secondary Ga.  

 

8.4.3 End product stock and discard of Gallium 

Yearly contribution of each commodity using top-down approach has been appraised to find 

out stock of Ga in user stock and discarded materials. Average lifetime of different products 

has been disclosed to display the change of behavior phases. 
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9 RESULTS FOR GALLIUM 

 

 

Follow through of the flows for the primary production, refining and manufacturing have 

been exploited to figure out the global stock and flow analysis of Ga. Acknowledging data 

availability and investigating related dynamic material flow observations considering next 

fifty years (2018 -2067). Present status of Ga secondary production and recycling situation 

from end products has been considered in order to find out the recyclable amount of Ga in 

different phases of life stages. 

 

9.1 Ga penetration into the system 

Table 11 shows the calculated amount of primary Ga production in the time period of 2018 

to 2067.  

 

Table 11. Annual Primary Ga Production.  

 

According to the model 6881 mt of Ga will be extracted for next 50 years in an average 

annual rate of 138 mt. Highest extraction might be experienced in 2019, with an amount of 

197 mt. On the other hand lowest extraction might be happened in 2042, 84 mt.  
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Figure 49. Annual Primary Ga Production (2018-2067).  

 

Refining is the next and final stage to be qualified as applicable for manufacturing processes. 

Estimated amount of total refined Ga is 5574 mt from 2018 to 2067 with an average of 111 

mt per year.  

 

 

 

Figure 50. Annual Refined Ga Production (2018-2067).  
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9.2 End stock of Gallium 

 

Table 12 illustrates the amount of Ga in CIGS solar cells in the period of 2018 to 2067.  

 

 

Table 12. Annual Ga Stock in CIGS Solar Cells.  

 

According to the result of the model annual Ga stock in CIGS products will be only 2.69 mt. 

For next 50 years this portion will contribute 134.71 mt of Ga as end product user stock.  

 

 

 

Figure 51. Annual Ga Stock in CIGS Solar Cells (2018-2067).  

Amount of Ga (2018 to 2067) is shown in table 13.  
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Table 13. Annual Ga Stock in ICs.  

 

2543 mt of Ga will be stocked in integrated circuits as user stock in an average of 50 mt per 

year. Fluctuation among the figures are negligible and show a stable consistency in 

behaviour.  

 

 

 

Figure 52. Global Annual Ga Stock in ICs (2018-2067).  
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Table 14 shows the annual Ga stock in LEDs for year 2018 to 2067.  

 

 

Table 14. Annual Ga Stock in LEDs.  

 

Total stock of Ga in LEDs are 2042 mt upto 2067 and average annual stock is 40.85 mt.  

 

 

Figure 53. Global Annual Ga Stock in LEDs (2018-2067).  

 

Table 15 presents the volume of Ga in semiconductors as end user stock for 2018 to 2067.  
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Table 15. Annual Ga Stock in Semiconductors.  

 

Annually only 1.52 mt of Ga will be treasured in semiconductors which account 76 mt for 

next 50 years (2018-2067).  

 

 

 

Figure 54. Annual Ga Stock in SCs (2018-2067).  

 

Table 16 exhibit the annual extent of Ga stock in GaN wafers for 2018 to 2067.  
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Table 16. Annual Ga Stock in GaN wafers.  

 

Total 766 mt of Ga will be stocked in GaN wafers as per the model result and average annual 

stock measured as 15.34 mt.  

 

 

Figure 55. Annual Ga Stock in GaN wafers (2018-2067).  

 

Table 17 displays the annual amount of Ga stock in GaN wafers in the time period of 2018 

to 2067.  
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Table 17. Annual Ga Stock in Compounds.  

 

Total estimated stock of Ga in compounds are 766 mt at an average of 15 mt per year.  

 

Figure 56. Annual Ga Stock in Compounds (2018-2067).  

 

The scenario of global Ga user stock is shown in figure 57. The estimation of Ga amount is 

5175 mt for next 50 years at an annual average rate of 103 mt. Starting with 62 mt in 2018, 

figure end up at 129 mt in 2027 with a growth rate of 109%. This surge interrupts in next 9 

years and stock goes down to 66 mt in 2036 but the expansion regains for next 11 years in a 
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yearly rate of 131% till 2047. The next year stock will decline to 150 mt and this decrement 

continues till 2056. From 2057 stock shows the growth repeatedly at a rate of 68% till 2067.  

 

 

 

Figure 57. Global Annual User Stock Scenario of Ga (2018-2067).  

 

6 different applications have been analyzed to display the stream of Ga material and these 

different products present various scenario of stock in end products due to distinct 

concentration and lifetime expectancy. For instance LED stock shows most fluctuated 

situation because of long life time (12 years), though CIGS solar cells have 25 years of life 

span but due to very low Ga concentration the variation is not noticeable. Other commodities 

obtain stable stock potentiality.  
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Figure 58. Future Trend of Ga User Stock (2018-2067).  

 

Accounting 2018 as very first year, total Ga amount in user stock is 62.08 mt end up as 5175 

mt in the year of 2067.  

 

 

 

Figure 59. Total Global User Stock (2018-2067).  
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Figure 60 demonstrates the trend of total Ga user stock and it’s clear that Integrated circuits 

dominates the area by adding 1903 mt of Ga, followed by LED (1528 mt), GaN (766 mt) 

and compounds (766 mt) for next 50 years. CIGS and semiconductors can stock only 134 

mt and 76 mt of secondary Ga.  

 

 

Figure 60. Trend of Total Global Ga User Stock (2018-2067).  

 

 

Figure 61. Global Annual Share of Ga Stock by Applications (2018-2067).  

 

Figure 61 exposes the annual sketch of application based Ga contribution while average 

proportion for next 50 years have been displayed in figure 61. Integrated circuits contribute 
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39% of total Ga share followed by LED (26%), compounds (16%) and GaN (15%). 

Remaining 4% is shared by CIGS solar cells and semiconductors.  

 

 

Figure 62. Global Mean Contribution of Ga Stock (2018-2067). 

 

9.3 Recycle scenario of Gallium 

Significant amount of scraps are generated during GaAs wafer production processes. Only 

15% of Ga penetrated into the system and remaining amount fall behind as discard which is 

a noteworthy source of secondary Ga. According to the output of the model, it expected that 

around 20359 mt of scraps will be produced for next 50 years at an average annual rate of 

407 mt.  
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Figure 63. Global Annual Ga Scrap Generation (2018-2067).  

 

60% of the generated scraps are recycled towards secondary stock. Around 20195 mt of 

scraps are expected to be recycled for next 50 years. Annual average recycling amount is 

403 mt.  

 

 

 

Figure 64. Global Annual Secondary Production (2018-2067).  
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According to the result retrieved from the model total 6917 mt of Ga will be discarded from 

the end product for next 50 years at an annual amount of 138 mt.  

 

 

Figure 65. Global Annual Recyclable End Use Stock of Ga (2018-2067).  

 

It is expected that total 20195 mt will be recycled from 27113 mt of recyclable Ga. That 

means 74% of recyclable Ga could be recycled.  

 

 

Figure 66. Annual Recyclable vs Recycled Amount of Ga (2018-2067).  
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10 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

 

 

Disclosing the exact figure by analyzing future supply and demand scenario is sophisticated 

due to some uncertain variables and ambiguous influencing factors. In this study, 

ascertaining the volume of recyclable materials in long term has been preferred most. This 

research endeavored undertaking all distinguishable applications for indium and gallium 

which might impact forthcoming stockpile demeanor.  

Decisive reclaiming of the amount stocked in end products could be an enormous source of 

secondary indium and it would be achievable to curtail the extraction up to 82% annually. 

Despite the fact that the figure is quite encouraging still some inevitable affairs conduct the 

prospect inferior. It is speculated that the cost of collecting, sorting and refining is much 

above than the long haul indium price outlook (Mikolajczak, 2009). Additionally, indium is 

generally yielded as a byproduct of Zn smelting & refining and endorsed that the 

manufacturing cost is irrefutably lower. However, implementing end of life recycling 

converging the utmost dominating application could be an ample step onward. According to 

the result found in this study, LCD monitor is going to be the largest contributor of indium 

consumption holding 38% of total share. On the other hand, CIGS solar cell is a thriving 

technology with adequate amount of indium absorbing. Nevertheless, this solar cell might 

not be contemplated as worthy source because of its long life span of 25 years.So, 

establishing cheap and efficient way of recovering indium from LCD panel could be a 

remarkable source. According to the estimation found in this study, recollecting 50% of the 

total scraps consumed in LCD panels globally could subsidize the secondary production up 

to 25%. Indium is regarded as environmentally toxic material and huge discharge of this 

substantial towards environment through mining & consecutive metal refining procedures. 

Discharge from end products are very limited in comparison to mining and smelting. 

Besides, ITO sputtering process creates huge amount of In dust released to the atmosphere 

(White and Hemond, 2012). Technological advancement in sputtering process could upgrade 

the situation in both ways, creating less amount of In dust and increasing the secondary 

production towards less mining.    
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GaAs wafer manufacturing is the dominant Ga consuming area. GaAs based applications are 

going to contribute 69% of total Ga end of life stock in near future. According to the findings, 

recovery from end products could add 100 mt of supplementary Ga into the system annually 

though the necessity is ambiguous due to plentiful supply from primary sources. Alike 

indium, Ga is too reliant on other alloys for its yielding hence the production cost is inferior. 

Currently substitution of Ga in major applications (Integrated Circuits, LEDs) is constrained 

due to deficit of comparable alternatives and this can cause compelling surge in demand for 

prevailing applications or advanced technologies. In this case, foremost solution proposed is 

to advance the existing scrap recycling technology. Additional 107 mt of Ga could be 

conceivable to add into the stream by progressing the efficiency of existing scrap recycling 

technology up to 20% 
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